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E
Dear Ms. Cosper,
p is pleased to commen
nt on the Prroposed Acccounting Staandards Upddate pertaininng to
Citigroup
Parent’s Accounting for the Cum
mulative Tra
anslation Adj
djustment uppon Derecoggnition of Ceertain
ps of Assets within a Fo
oreign Entityy or of an Innvestment in a Foreign E
Entity.
Subsidiarries or Group
Citigroup
p supports thee objective of
o the amendm
ment which iis to resolve the diversityy in practice about
whether Subtopic 810
0-10, Consollidation- Overall, or Subbtopic 830-30, Foreign C
Currency MaattersTranslatio
on of Financcial Statemen
nts, applies to
t the releasee of the cum
mulative transslation adjusttment
into earniings when a parent eitherr sells a part or all of its iinvestment inn a foreign eentity or no longer
holds a co
ontrolling fin
nancial intereest in a subsiidiary or grouup of assets tthat is a nonpprofit activityy or a
business (other than a sale of in substance real estate or cconveyance of oil and gas mineral riights)
c
within a consolidated
foreign entitty.
date that supp
ports the guiidance in Subbtopic 830-330 which proovides
We agreee with the Prroposed Upd
for the cu
umulative trranslation adj
djustment to be released into earninggs only if thhe sale or traansfer
results in
n a complette or substan
ntially comp
plete liquidaation of the foreign enttity in whichh the
subsidiary
y or group of
o assets hass resided. We
W also suppoort the view
w that partiall sale guidannce in
Section 830-30-40
8
sh
hould continu
ue to apply to
o an equity m
method invesstment that is a foreign eentity.
We furth
her agree and
d appreciate FASB’s effforts in clarifying that thhe sale of ann investmentt in a
foreign en
ntity includes both eventss that result in the loss off a controllingg financial innterest in a fooreign
entity and
d events that result in an acquirer obtaaining controol of an acquuiree in whichh it held an eequity
method in
nvestment im
mmediately before
b
the acq
quisition (steep acquisitionn), both of w
which will ressult in
the releasse of cumulattive translatio
on adjustmen
nt into net inccome.
x A providess Citigroup’ss response to
o specific quuestions askeed by the Booard raised iin the
Appendix
Exposuree Draft.
If you hav
ve any questiions, I can bee reached at 347-648-772
3
21.
Sincerely
y,
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Robert Traficanti
Deputy Controller and Global Head of Accounting Policy
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APPENDIX A:
Question 1: Do you agree that an entity should apply the guidance in Subtopic 830-30, as
clarified by amendments in this proposed Update, for the release of the cumulative translation
adjustment into net income upon the loss of a controlling financial interest of a subsidiary or a
group of assets that is a nonprofit activity or a business (other than a sale in substance real
estate or conveyance of oil and gas mineral rights) within a consolidated foreign entity? If not,
please explain why.
We agree that an entity should apply the guidance in Subtopic 830-30, as clarified by the proposed
amendments, for the release of the cumulative translation adjustment into net income upon the loss of
a controlling financial interest of a subsidiary or a group of assets that is a nonprofit activity or a
business (other than a sale in substance real estate or conveyance of oil and gas mineral rights) within
a consolidated foreign entity.
Question 2: Do you agree that an entity should apply the guidance in Subtopic 830-30, as
clarified by the proposed amendments, for the release of the cumulative translation adjustment
into net income upon the loss of a controlling financial interest in an investment in a
consolidated foreign entity as well as to the derecognition of an equity method investment that
is a foreign entity in an acquisition of a business in stages (sometimes referred to as a step
acquisition)? If not, please explain why.
We agree that an entity should apply the guidance in Subtopic 830-30, as clarified by amendments in
this proposed Update, for the release of the cumulative translation adjustment into net income upon
the loss of a controlling financial interest in an investment in a consolidated foreign entity as well as
to the derecognition of an equity method investment that is a foreign entity in an acquisition of a
business in stages (sometimes referred to as a step acquisition).
Question 3: Do you agree that the proposed amendments clearly differentiate the treatment for
releasing cumulative translation adjustment between events occurring within a foreign entity
and events related to an investment in a foreign entity? If so, please explain.
We agree that the proposed amendments clearly differentiate the treatment for releasing cumulative
translation adjustment between events occurring within a foreign entity and events related to an
investment in a foreign entity.
Based on the proposed amendments, it is our understanding that for events occurring within a foreign
entity (i.e., the sale of a subsidiary or group of assets), release of the cumulative translation
adjustment into net income is appropriate only if the subsidiary or group of assets sold is a foreign
entity or constitutes a complete or substantially complete liquidation of a foreign entity, as aligned
with the guidance in 830-30.
Further, it is our understanding that for events related to the sale of an investment in a foreign entity,
the guidance in 810-10 and 830-30 clarify that when a parent no longer controls a foreign entity, all
currency translation adjustment related to the foreign entity shall be released into net income.
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Correspondingly, if control of a foreign entity is maintained after a sale transaction, the current
guidance in 810-10 is applicable and any related cumulative translation adjustment shall be adjusted
to reflect the change in the ownership interest in the foreign entity through a corresponding charge or
credit to equity attributable to the parent.
It is our understanding that should the sale of an investment in a foreign entity represent the full or
partial sale of an equity method investment that is a foreign entity, then the related cumulative
translation adjustment should be released (i.e., fully or on a pro-rata basis for partial sales).
Moreover, it is our understanding that when the derecognition of an equity method investment that is
a foreign entity is part of a step acquisition, then the related cumulative translation adjustment would
also be released into net income.
Question 4: Do you agree that the proposed amendments should be applied prospectively? If
not, please explain why.
We agree that the proposed amendments should be applied prospectively.
Question 5: Do you agree that an entity should be permitted to early adopt the proposed
amendments? If not, please explain why.
We agree that an entity should be permitted to early adopt the amendment in this proposed Update.
Question 6: How much time would be needed to implement the proposed amendments?
The proposed amendments are consistent with what Citigroup follows presently. Therefore,
immediate implementation of the proposed amendments would not be an issue for Citigroup.
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